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The stromal interaction molecule (STIM)–ORAI calcium release-activated
calcium modulator (ORAI) pathway controls store-dependent cal-
cium entry, a major mechanism of physiological calcium signaling
in mammalian cells. The core elements of the pathway are the
regulatory protein STIM1, located in the endoplasmic reticulum
(ER) membrane, the calcium channel ORAI1 in the plasma mem-
brane, and sites of close contact between the ER and the plasma
membrane that permit the two proteins to interact. Research on
calcium signaling has centered on STIM1, ORAI1, and a few proteins
that directly modulate STIM–ORAI function. However, little is known
about proteins that organize ER–plasma membrane junctions for
STIM–ORAI-dependent calcium signaling. Here, we report that an
ER-resident membrane protein identified in a previous genome-wide
RNAi screen, transmembrane protein 110 (TMEM110), regulates the
long-term maintenance of ER–plasma membrane junctions and the
short-term physiological remodeling of the junctions during store-
dependent calcium signaling.
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Close contacts between the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) and the
plasma membrane are the physical platform for stromal in-

teraction molecule (STIM)–ORAI calcium release-activated calcium
modulator (ORAI) signaling, a prominent pathway for physiological
calcium entry in mammalian cells (1–4). Release of calcium from
ER stores, triggered by physiological stimuli, causes the ER mem-
brane protein STIM1 to accumulate at ER–plasma membrane
junctions and to gate plasma membrane ORAI1 channels. The
junctions establish a 15- to 20-nm spacing between membranes that
STIM1 can bridge to interact with ORAI1 (5). At the same time, the
individual junctions define a specialized local geometry that con-
tributes to shaping cellular calcium signaling (6, 7).
Research into the cell biology of mammalian ER–plasma

membrane junctions has benefited from parallels with the cor-
responding junctions in yeast. For example, the formation and
maintenance of ER–plasma membrane junctions depends on
tricalbins and other proteins in yeast cells (8–10) and in mam-
malian cells on the extended synaptotagmins (E-Syts), a family of
three tricalbin homologs, and other unidentified proteins (11,
12). The insights from yeast extend to the mechanisms of cellular
lipid metabolism and lipid transfer between the apposed bilayers
that have been conserved from yeast cells to human cells (13–
19). On the other hand, parallels with yeast are less informative
about processes specific to mammalian cells, including the store-
dependent calcium entry controlled by STIM–ORAI signaling.
We previously completed a genome-wide RNAi screen to

identify modulators of cellular calcium signaling (20). The find-
ing that septin scaffold proteins in the vicinity of ER–plasma
membrane junctions rearrange as an immediate response to ER
calcium store depletion (20) underscored the importance of local
membrane organization in calcium signaling and led us to focus

on predicted transmembrane proteins that were identified in
the screen. Here we show that transmembrane protein 110
(TMEM110) is an ER-resident membrane protein that supports
the maintenance of ER–plasma membrane junctions competent
for STIM–ORAI signaling and that has a key role in the local
remodeling of the junctions during physiological signaling.

Results
TMEM110 Modulates Cellular Calcium Signaling. In the RNAi screen,
treatment with a pool of four siRNAs directed to TMEM110
depressed activation of the calcium-sensitive transcription factor
NFAT (nuclear factor of activated T cells) in response to ER
calcium store depletion (20). Deconvolution showed that all four
siRNAs in the pool were effective in reducing TMEM110 mRNA
and in reducing NFAT nuclear import in response to stimulation
(Fig. S1 A and B). More complete tests that included unstimulated
cells and cyclosporin A (CsA)-treated cells as controls verified that
the most effective siRNA, siTMEM110(#2), specifically reduced
nuclear NFAT accumulation in stimulated HeLa cells (Fig. S1C).
This individual siRNA was used for the experiments reported in
this paper. Initial characterization showed that TMEM110 is an
ER-localized membrane protein with cytoplasmic N and C termini
(Fig. 1A and Fig. S2).
Compromised NFAT nuclear localization can, in principle, re-

flect either interference with signaling upstream of calcium entry
or interference with NFAT activation despite normal calcium
entry. To define the cellular role of TMEM110 more precisely,
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Fig. 1. TMEM110 regulates ORAI1 channel activation. (A, Upper) Representative epifluorescence pictures of HeLa cells cotransfected with GFP-TMEM110 and
RFP-ER expression plasmids. (Lower) Cartoon illustrating the experimentally determined localization of TMEM110 to the ER, with its N-terminal and C-terminal
regions projecting into the cytosol. The cartoon places transmembrane segments predicted by TMHMM2.0 (45) in the bilayer, but the actual disposition of
transmembrane regions is unknown. (B) Averaged single-cell intracellular calcium concentrations ([Ca2+]i) in fura-2–loaded HeLa cells stimulated with TG as in-
dicated. Cells were treated for 72 h with control siRNA (siControl, n = 220, black trace), TMEM110 siRNA (siTMEM110, n = 140, red trace), or STIM1 siRNA (siSTIM1,
n = 150, blue trace). (C, Left) CRAC channel current density (Icrac) at −130 mV in Jurkat T cells treated with siRNAs (siControl, n = 12; siTMEM110, n = 18; P < 0.001 at
300 s). (Right) Representative leak-subtracted current–voltage relationships obtained at 2 s and 300 s after break-in. (D) As in B, for Jurkat T cells treated with
siControl (n = 155, black trace) or siTMEM110 (n = 95, red trace) alone or cotransfected with a plasmid encoding full-length siRNA-resistant GFP-TMEM110 (GFP-
siR-TMEM110, n = 85, purple trace). (E) HeLa cells stably expressing NFAT1-GFP were transfected with the siRNAs indicated, alone or together with a plasmid
encoding RFP-siR-TMEM110. Cells were stimulated with TG, with or without CsA. Error bars report SEM. (Scale bar, 1 μm.)
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we examined cytoplasmic calcium responses in control and
siTMEM110-treated cells. Depleting TMEM110 sharply reduced
store-dependent calcium entry in HeLa cells (Fig. 1B). TMEM110
depletion had a similar effect in Jurkat T cells, whether store-
dependent calcium entry was triggered by treatment with the
SERCA (sarco/endoplasmic reticulum Ca++-ATPase) inhibitor
thapsigargin (TG) (Fig. S3A) or by stimulation through the T-cell
receptor (Fig. S3B). The direct target is STIM–ORAI signaling,
rather than other proteins involved in cellular calcium handling
or in setting cell membrane potential, because depletion of
TMEM110 reduced the classical calcium release-activated calcium
(CRAC) current in Jurkat T cells (Fig. 1C). Crucially, expression of
RNAi-resistant TMEM110 restored store-dependent calcium entry
in Jurkat T cells (Fig. 1D) and restored store-dependent NFAT
nuclear import in HeLa cells (Fig. 1E). Although these findings do
not rule out a separate effect downstream of calcium entry, the
findings collectively establish that a major role of TMEM110 is to
modulate the STIM–ORAI pathway of calcium entry.

TMEM110 Is Required for Efficient STIM1 Relocalization to ER–Plasma
Membrane Junctions. Further experiments implicated TMEM110
in an early step in STIM1 activation. Movement of STIM1 to the
total internal reflection fluorescence (TIRF) layer—a commonly
used measure reflecting STIM1 activation and relocalization to
junctions—was impaired by depletion of TMEM110 (Fig. 2A).
Likewise, constitutive localization of the calcium binding-
deficient, and therefore activated, mutant STIM1(D76A) to the
TIRF layer was impaired by the depletion of TMEM110 (Fig.
2B). STIM–ORAI interaction can aid in STIM1 relocalization
under certain circumstances (21), but ORAI1 was not overex-
pressed with STIM1 or STIM1(D76A) proteins in these experi-
ments, implying that TMEM110 has a hand in controlling the
relocalization of STIM1 itself. This conclusion is strengthened
further by the strong effect of siTMEM110 on STIM1 relocaliza-
tion in cells depleted of ORAI1 (Fig. S4). TMEM110 and STIM1
are present at the same ER–plasma membrane junctions in
stimulated cells (Fig. 2C and Fig. S5), raising the possibilities that
TMEM110 could be acting on STIM1 to stabilize its presence at
junctions, could be stabilizing the junctions themselves, or both.

TMEM110 Depletion Results in a Measurable Loss of ER–Plasma
Membrane Junctions. Several approaches have been developed
to investigate ER–plasma membrane junctions in living cells
independently of monitoring STIM1 accumulation (20, 22, 23).
A useful approach, in our hands, has been to follow DsRed-ER or
RFP-ER markers by TIRF microscopy (Fig. 2C and see below)
(20). The TIRF-layer ER signal does have the limitation of in-
cluding contributions both from true cortical ER in close contact
with the plasma membrane (5, 11, 12, 24, 25) and from adjacent
ER that is within the TIRF layer. However, its unmatched ad-
vantage, which came into sharp focus as the experiments pro-
gressed, is the ability to monitor near-plasma membrane ER over
the entire footprint of a cell, with high spatial resolution and over
the time course of a physiological response.
HeLa cells depleted of endogenous TMEM110 had less TIRF-

layer ER fluorescence as a percentage of total ER fluorescence
than did control cells (Fig. 3A), both at rest and after store de-
pletion. Expressing RNAi-resistant TMEM110 restored the level
of TIRF-layer ER fluorescence (Fig. 3B). TMEM110−/− HEK293
cells produced by CRISPR-Cas9 targeting (23) also had con-
siderably less TIRF-layer ER fluorescence than the parental
HEK293 cells (Fig. 3C), and expression of TMEM110 again
rescued TIRF-layer ER fluorescence (Fig. 3D). The reduction
in TIRF-layer ER signal in our assay is more pronounced than
the decrease in cortical ER previously reported for the same
TMEM110−/− cells (23), apparently reflecting technical differences
between the assays. We conclude from our data that reducing the
level of TMEM110 below normal cellular levels leads to an

appreciable loss of near-plasma membrane ER. Tellingly, however,
we did not see an increased TIRF-layer ER signal in control HeLa
cells when GFP-TMEM110 was overexpressed at modest levels
(Fig. 3A), indicating that cellular proteins other than TMEM110
could be limiting for the formation or maintenance of junctions.
We complemented the TIRF microscopy (TIRFM) experi-

ments with electron microscopy to examine ER–plasma mem-
brane junctions specifically. In these experiments, we scored
ER–plasma membrane contacts with a spacing less than 20 nm as
junctions (Fig. 4). siTMEM110-treated HeLa cells had fewer
ER–plasma membrane junctions per μm plasma membrane than
control HeLa cells in both unstimulated and store-depleted
conditions (Fig. 4). Electron microscopy secondarily confirmed a
previous report that ER–plasma membrane junctions increase in
HeLa cells after store depletion (24). The main conclusion,
however, is that HeLa cells require TMEM110 to maintain a
normal complement of ER–plasma membrane junctions.

Restoring Junctions Partially Reverses the Effects of TMEM110
Depletion. To test whether loss of junctions in itself contributes
to the impairment of calcium signaling, we sought to restore
junctions in a way that is neutral with respect to STIM–ORAI
signaling. Ist2 is an ER membrane protein in Saccharomyces
cerevisiae that acts as an ER–plasma membrane tether (9, 10).
Yeast lack STIM–ORAI proteins and ER store-dependent calcium
signaling, and the Ist2 homologs in mammals—the TMEM16
family—are plasma membrane Cl− channels or phospholipid
scramblases (26) that have lost the long unstructured cytoplasmic
region and polybasic C-terminal tail essential to the tethering
function in the yeast protein (27, 28). Thus, there is no reason to
expect that Ist2 would interact with STIM, ORAI, or mammalian
proteins dedicated to STIM–ORAI signaling.
We expressed a Clover-labeled fragment of yeast Ist2, consisting

of its last two transmembrane segments and its C-terminal cyto-
plasmic region (Fig. 5A), in HeLa cells depleted of TMEM110 or
in HEK293 cells entirely lacking the protein. This fragment has
been shown previously to increase ER–plasma membrane junc-
tional area in mammalian cells (29). Initial experiments confirmed
the expected cortical localization of Ist2 expressed in HeLa cells
(Fig. S6), and expression of the engineered Ist2 supported the
formation of extensive cortical ER in siTMEM110-treated HeLa
cells as intended (Fig. 5B). In the critical experiments, Ist2 ex-
pression partially rescued STIM1 relocalization in response to
store depletion in siTMEM110-treated HeLa cells (Fig. 5B) and
completely rescued STIM1 movement in TMEM110−/− HEK293
cells (Fig. 5C), potentially because of a higher level of expression
of Ist2 in HEK293 cells.
The restored junctions were functional in STIM–ORAI sig-

naling. Ist2 expression partially rescued store-dependent calcium
entry in TMEM110-depleted HeLa cells (Fig. 5D), with the ex-
tent of rescue correlating with the level of Ist2 expression (Fig.
5E). The correlation suggests that increased junctional area is
one factor in restoring STIM–ORAI signaling. However, even in
cells with the brightest Clover-Ist2 signal, cytoplasmic calcium
did not reach the highest levels observed in control cells. The
latter finding might indicate that TMEM110 contributes to sig-
naling by an additional mechanism besides maintaining junc-
tional area, for example by favoring an active conformation of
STIM1 (23) or by acting with other proteins at the junction to
promote STIM–ORAI signaling.

TMEM110 Plays a Role in the Acute Rearrangement of TIRF-Layer ER.
Time-series analysis of the response to store depletion in living
cells brought out another unexpected aspect of TMEM110
function. The TIRF-layer ER signal in control HeLa cells or in
control parental HEK293 cells increased during the first several
minutes after store depletion (Fig. 6 A and B) in line with the
rearrangement of cortical ER that has been described in the
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literature (5, 12, 22, 24, 25). In contrast, in siTMEM110-treated HeLa
cells and in TMEM110−/−HEK293 cells there was no net increase in
TIRF-layer ER fluorescence after store depletion (Fig. 6 A and B).
Expression of RNAi-resistant TMEM110 in TMEM110-depleted
HeLa cells restored the increase (Fig. 6C). These findings reveal an
acute rearrangement of cortical ER during store-dependent sig-
naling that is specifically dependent on TMEM110.
An instructive sidelight is that RNAi-resistant TMEM110ΔC

lacking cytoplasmic region residues 210–294 did not substitute
for full-length TMEM110 in restoring the store-dependent re-
arrangement of cortical ER (Fig. 6C). Failure of TMEM110ΔC
in this assay correlates with the observations that fluorescent
TMEM110ΔC in resting cells localized in the ER with very little

signal in the TIRF layer and that store depletion did not in-
crease TIRF-layer TMEM110ΔC fluorescence (Fig. S7). Thus,
the C-terminal region of TMEM110 is apparently important for
its functions at ER–plasma membrane junctions, providing a
starting point for future detailed exploration of the mechanisms
involved.

STIM1 and STIM2 Contribute Differentially to Junctional Remodeling.
TMEM110 is unlikely to act alone in the maintenance and re-
organization of cortical ER, especially given that modest over-
expression of TMEM110 by itself did not increase TIRF-layer
ER fluorescence (Fig. 3A). BecauseTMEM110 has been shown
to interact with STIM1 and favor its active conformation (23), we

Fig. 2. TMEM110 controls the translocation of STIM1. (A, Left) Averaged kinetics of GFP-STIM1 fluorescence increase (ΔF/F) at the TIRF layer in siRNA-treated
HeLa cells stimulated with TG beginning at the time indicated. (Center) Representative TIRFM images of siControl- or siTMEM110-treated cells before (0 min)
and after (12 min) TG stimulation. (Right) Averaged ratio of GFP-STIM1 fluorescence at the TIRF layer to total cellular GFP-STIM1 fluorescence at the 12-min
time point (Materials and Methods) (siControl, n = 80; siTMEM110, n = 55; ***P < 0.001). (B, Left) Averaged ratio of GFP-STIM1 EF-hand mutant fluorescence
at the TIRF layer to total cellular fluorescence in unstimulated siRNA-treated HeLa cells (siControl, n = 22; siTMEM110, n = 44; **P < 0.01). (Right) Repre-
sentative epifluorescence and TIRFM images of the cells. (C) Representative TIRFM images of HeLa cells coexpressing DsRed-ER and GFP-STIM1 (Left) or
mCherry-STIM1 and GFP-TMEM110 (Right) after 10-min TG stimulation. Pearson’s correlation coefficients were 0.82 (ER vs. STIM1) and 0.76 (TMEM110 vs.
STIM1). Error bars report SEM. (Scale bars, 1 μm.)
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Fig. 3. TMEM110 contributes to the maintenance of cortical ER. (A, Upper) Representative TIRFM images of RFP-ER in siRNA-treated HeLa cells. Cells were
treated with TG for 10 min. (Lower) Averaged ratio of RFP-ER fluorescence at the TIRF layer to total RFP-ER fluorescence in siRNA-treated HeLa cells before
stimulation (siControl, n = 32; siTMEM110, n = 45; *P = 0.05) and after 10-min TG stimulation (siControl, n = 20; siTMEM110, n = 22; ***P < 0.001). Data also
are shown for siRNA-treated HeLa cells transfected with GFP-TMEM110 or with GFP-TMEM110 and unlabeled STIM1 expression plasmids (siControl + GFP-
TMEM110, resting, n = 18; siControl + GFP-TMEM110, 0 Ca +TG, n = 15; siControl + GFP-TMEM110 + STIM1, 0 Ca +TG, n = 17). (B) Representative TIRFM
images of RFP-ER marker in siRNA-treated HeLa cells transfected with RFP-ER expression plasmid and, where indicated, with an siRNA-resistant GFP-TMEM110
expression plasmid (GFP-siR-TMEM110). Images are from the 10-min time point during stimulation with TG. (Lower Left) Averaged ratio of RFP-ER fluores-
cence at the TIRF layer to total RFP-ER fluorescence in these HeLa cells after 12-min TG stimulation (siControl, n = 30; siTMEM110, n = 21; siTMEM110 + GFP-
siR-TMEM110, n = 24; siControl vs. siTMEM110, ***P < 0.001). (C, Upper) Representative epifluorescence and TIRFM images of RFP-ER in parental control cells
and two independent TMEM110−/− HEK293 cell lines (KO-2 and KO-6). (Lower) Averaged ratio of RFP-ER fluorescence at the TIRF layer to total RFP-ER
fluorescence before stimulation (control, n = 42; KO-6, n = 38, KO-2, n = 30; control vs. KO-6, ***P < 0.001) and after TG stimulation. (D, Upper) Repre-
sentative epifluorescence and TIRFM images of the TMEM110−/− cell line KO-2 cotransfected with RFP-ER and GFP-TMEM110 expression plasmids. The green
arrow indicates a cell expressing RFP-ER only, in which TIRF-layer fluorescence is not restored; the red arrow indicates a cell expressing both proteins. (Lower)
Averaged ratio of RFP-ER fluorescence at the TIRF layer to total RFP-ER fluorescence in cells cotransfected with empty vector (control, n = 25; KO-6, n = 30,
KO-2, n = 11; control vs. KO-6, ***P < 0.001) or with GFP-TMEM110 expression plasmid (control, n = 9; KO-6, n = 11; KO-2, n = 14; control vs. KO-6, P = 0.327).
Error bars report SEM. (Scale bars, 1 μm.)
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compared the effects of siTMEM110, siSTIM1, and siSTIM2
treatments on TIRF-layer ER dynamics (Fig. 7A). In control cells
treated with siTMEM110, TIRF-layer ER fluorescence was re-
duced, and no remodeling of the cortical and near-cortical ER was
detected, as expected from the results above. siSTIM1 and siSTIM2
treatments both resulted in some decrease in TIRF-layer ER fluo-
rescence (Fig. S8A), and siSTIM1 treatment caused a modest delay
and attenuation of remodeling. The most striking observation,
however, was that the siSTIM1 and siSTIM2 treatments had op-
posite effects on the dynamics: Exposure to TG still triggered a net
increase in TIRF-layer ER fluorescence after STIM1 depletion but
resulted in a net decrease after STIM2 depletion.
We investigated whether we could detect a corresponding

difference in the dynamic behavior of STIM1 and STIM2 at ER–

plasma membrane junctions. In an initial analysis, the kinetics of
STIM1 and STIM2 movements in the minutes after store de-
pletion were similar when averaged over the entire cell footprint
(Fig. 7B). We considered, however, that the similar global ki-
netics might reflect the stability of most ER–plasma membrane
junctions over the short time frame of these experiments, and thus
the kinetics of the overall fluorescence changes might depend mainly
on processes other than junctional remodeling, e.g., on the rates of
STIM1 and STIM2 diffusion. Therefore we concentrated on the
small subset of “emerging” junctions,” defined empirically as sites
with little or no ERmarker fluorescence before stimulation and with
a clear signal developing during the period of observation (Fig. 7C
and Materials and Methods). Here, ER rearrangement rather than
STIM1 and STIM2 diffusion might dominate the kinetics. Indeed,

Fig. 4. TMEM110 contributes to the maintenance of ER–plasma membrane junctions defined ultrastructurally. (A) Representative electron microscope
images of HeLa cells treated with control (Left) or TMEM110 (Right) siRNAs. (Scale bars, 1 μm.) (Lower Left) Magnified view: two ER–plasma membrane
junctions identified within the region outlined by a red dashed line in the siControl cell. (Scale bar, 50 nm.) (B) Averaged ER–plasma membrane junction
density per μm in siRNA-treated HeLa cells before and after TG stimulation (siControl, resting, n = 22; siTMEM110, resting, n = 33; siControl, TG, n = 23;
siTMEM110, TG, n = 28; for siControl, 0 Ca2++TG vs. resting, **P < 0.01; for TG-stimulated cells, siTMEM110 vs. siControl, ***P < 0.001). Error bars report SEM.
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Fig. 5. The yeast ER–plasma membrane tether Ist2 partially restores Ca2+ signaling. (A) Cartoon of the truncated Ist2(490–946) protein at an ER–plasma
membrane junction. The N-terminal Clover label is not depicted. (B, Upper) Representative TIRFM images of an siTMEM110-treated HeLa cell expressing
Clover-Ist2 and mCherry-STIM1 before stimulation (0 min) and after stimulation with TG for 3 and 11 min. (Lower) Averaged increase in mCherry-STIM1
fluorescence (ΔF/F) at the TIRF layer after stimulation with TG beginning at the time indicated (siTMEM110, n = 19; siTMEM110 + Clover-Ist2, n = 28; siControl +
Clover-Ist2, n = 23). (C) Averaged increase in mCherry-STIM1 fluorescence at the TIRF layer, as in B, in parental control HEK293 cells, in the TMEM110−/− cell lines
KO-2 and KO-6, and in TMEM110−/− cells expressing Clover-Ist2 (control, n = 13; KO cells, n = 18; KO cells + Clover-Ist2, n = 11). (D, Upper) Averaged single-cell
[Ca2+]i in fura-2–loaded HeLa cells stimulated with TG as indicated. Cells were treated for 72 h with siControl (n = 137, red trace), siTMEM110 (n = 133, green
trace), or siTMEM110 + Clover-Ist2 expression plasmid (n= 77, blue trace). (Lower) [Ca2+]i increase (ΔCa) after the readdition of solution containing 2 mM Ca2+ (at
600 s, siTMEM110 + Clover-Ist2 vs. siTMEM110, ***P < 0.001) or 5 mM Ca2+ (at 750 s, siTMEM110 + Clover-Ist2 vs. siTMEM110, ***P < 0.001). (E) [Ca2+]i at 750 s
plotted against Clover-Ist2 fluorescence for single HeLa cells in D expressing Clover-Ist2. Error bars report SEM. (Scale bar, 1 μm.)
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we found a striking difference in the onset of local fluorescence
signals at emerging junctions, with STIM2 preceding STIM1 in
most cases (Fig. 7D). Parallel examination of a limited sample of cells
coexpressing the fluorescently labeled pairs TMEM110–STIM1 and
TMEM110–STIM2 bore out this finding. STIM2 usually appeared at
emerging junctions simultaneously with TMEM110, although the
two proteins were not always precisely colocalized (Fig. S8B). In
contrast, TMEM110 preceded STIM1 at emerging junctions or, less
commonly in our sample, TMEM110 and STIM1 appeared simul-
taneously (Fig. S8C). These observations support the conclusion that
STIM1 and STIM2 have distinguishable functions in the remodeling
of ER–plasma membrane junctions and raise the possibility that
TMEM110 may cooperate with STIM2 and other unidentified
proteins in the early steps of junctional remodeling.

Discussion
Store-dependent calcium signaling has been grafted evolution-
arily onto an existing cellular structure—the ER–plasma mem-
brane junction—whose ancestral functions, shared from yeast to
mammals, include lipid transfer between the apposed bilayers.
Calcium signaling evidently has been integrated seamlessly with
lipid transfer, rather than partitioned to a distinct subset of junc-
tions, because STIM1 and TMEM110 are detected after store
depletion at nearly all ER–plasma membrane contacts identifiable
by TIRFM using an ER marker, a genetically encoded junctional
marker, or fluorescently labeled E-Syt1 (Fig. 2C) (22, 30). This
comingling of calcium signaling and lipid transfer reflects a close
functional linkage: Lipid transfer supplies the phosphatidylinositol
needed for PIP2 resynthesis during sustained calcium signaling,
and plasma membrane lipid microdomains are integral to feedback
regulation of the ORAI channel by calcium and SARAF (22, 31,
32); conversely, local calcium signals recruit E-Syt1 and thereby
either expand ER–plasma membrane junctions or strengthen
junctional contacts (11, 12, 22, 30).
Our findings reinforce the conclusion that junctions provide

more than an unadorned stage for STIM and ORAI to interact.
STIM1–ORAI1 interaction is the minimum requirement for
CRAC channel gating (33, 34), but local membrane organization
regulates the efficiency of interaction and gating (20, 32). A
specific requirement for TMEM110 in STIM–ORAI signaling is
evident in the observations that TMEM110 depletion and E-Syt
depletion cause a comparable loss of junctional area (Figs. 3 and
4) (12), but only TMEM110 depletion has a profound effect on
the initial amplitude of store-dependent calcium entry (Fig. 1 B
and C and Fig. S3 A and B) (12, 22, 30, 32). In principle,

TMEM110 could act either by contributing to a nanometer-scale
compartmentalization of calcium signaling within individual junc-
tions or simply by ensuring the presence of specific protein com-
ponents in the junction.
ER–plasma membrane junctions are remodeled during physi-

ological signaling by the formation of new junctions, the extension
of existing contacts, and a reduction in ER–plasma membrane
spacing (5, 22, 24, 25). Even subtle structural changes in existing
junctions can shape calcium signaling both by altering the local
landscape for calcium diffusion, and hence the local calcium
concentration profile, and by setting constraints on the positioning
of calcium-handling proteins such as SERCA and PMCA (6).
Recent mechanistic studies have highlighted the dynamic changes
attributable to E-Syt proteins and their partners (11, 12, 22, 30).
Here we establish that TMEM110 and STIM2, proteins dedicated
primarily to calcium signaling, also participate in rapid structural
rearrangements of junctional contacts (Figs. 6 and 7). The pro-
cesses controlled by E-Syt proteins and by TMEM110 will both be
triggered by physiological signaling. However, they might tend to
target spatially discrete sites within a junction as a result of their
differing dependence on calcium influx (Figs. 6 and 7) (30).
Our observations point to a previously unrecognized aspect of

STIM2 functioning in cells. STIM2 has a well-established role in
the maintenance of resting cytoplasmic and ER calcium levels
(35). STIM2 also contributes to evoked store-operated calcium
entry in HeLa cells and mouse embryonic fibroblasts (36, 37)
and supports sustained calcium signaling in other cells, partic-
ularly at low physiological stimulus intensities (37–39). These
latter effects are somewhat counterintuitive, given that STIM2
is relatively ineffective in directly activating ORAI channels
(40, 41). One part of the explanation is that STIM2 can en-
hance STIM1 recruitment to junctions by a physical interaction
with STIM1 (42). Another part could be the newly discovered
involvement of STIM2 in rapid local rearrangements at ER–

plasma membrane junctions. These rearrangements might en-
hance calcium signaling by specifying a local environment that
favors STIM1 recruitment or STIM1-ORAI1 interaction, by
positioning other calcium signaling proteins, or by changing
junctional geometry.
The specific message of this work is that the ER membrane

protein TMEM110 supports the maintenance of ER–plasma
membrane junctions competent for calcium signaling and acts in
concert with other proteins in the dynamic remodeling of the
junctions during signaling. A broader message is that STIM–

ORAI calcium signaling is critically dependent on modulatory

Fig. 6. TMEM110 regulates cortical ER rearrangement after store depletion. (A) Averaged increase in RFP-ER fluorescence (ΔF/F) at the TIRF layer in control
(siControl, n = 23) and TMEM110-depleted (siTMEM110, n = 17) HeLa cells, following TG stimulation at the time indicated. (B) Averaged increase in RFP-ER
fluorescence (ΔF/F) at the TIRF layer in parental control (n = 13, red trace) and TMEM110−/− HEK293 cells (KO-2, n = 15, green trace; KO-6, n = 26, blue trace)
following TG stimulation beginning at the time indicated. The cells were bathed in nominally Ca2+-free medium during these observations. (C) As in A, but for
HeLa cells treated with control or TMEM110 siRNAs and transfected with expression plasmid encoding either full-length siRNA-resistant GFP-TMEM110
(+TMEM110) or truncated siRNA-resistant GFP-TMEM110(Δ211–294) lacking the cytosolic C terminus (+TMEM110ΔC) (siControl, n = 15; siTMEM110 + GFP-siR-
TMEM110, n = 18; siTMEM110 + GFP-siR-TMEM110ΔC, n = 12). Error bars report SEM.
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proteins that organize the junctions for calcium signaling. Our
characterization of the cellular roles of TMEM110 has begun to
define the mechanisms involved.

Materials and Methods
The experiments were carried out with HeLa cells and Jurkat T cells obtained
from ATCC; HeLa NFAT1-GFP cells (43, 44); and TMEM110−/− HEK293 cell lines
and their parental HEK293 cells (23). Expression plasmids encoded STIM1,
STIM2, TMEM110, and TMEM110(Δ211-294), tagged as indicated; Clover-Ist2
(490–946); and the ER markers RFP-ER, DsRed-ER, and blue fluorescent
protein (BFP)-ER. The siControl, siSTIM1, and siSTIM2 reagents have been
characterized (20, 37). Four individual siTMEM110 reagents reduced the
level of TMEM110 mRNA (Fig. S1). Except in the experiment shown in Fig. S1,
the most effective siRNA, siTMEM110(#2) with the sequence 5′-AGAC-
GUCCGUGGAGGAUAU-3′, was used. RNAi-resistant TMEM110 expression

constructs were engineered with silent mutations that rendered them in-
sensitive to siTMEM110(#2). Assays for NFAT nuclear import, Ca2+ imaging,
and electrophysiology were carried out as described (20, 33). Methods for
TIRFM and fluorescence microscopy were as described (20). The relative
fraction of STIM1 (Fig. 2A), STIM1(D76A) (Fig. 2B), or ER marker (Fig. 3) in the
TIRF layer was estimated for a given cell by dividing the STIM1 (or RFP-ER)
fluorescence recorded in TIRF mode by the fluorescence recorded in
epifluorescence mode. Conditions of illumination and detection were identical
for all cells in an experiment. Although the efficiency of fluorophore exci-
tation could differ in the two configurations, it seems likely that in our
conditions the ratio is a rough approximation of the actual fraction of
fluorescent protein present in the TIRF layer, because the ratios obtained for
the plasma membrane protein ORAI1 were 40–50%, in agreement with the
proportion of total plasma membrane expected in the TIRF layer (Fig. S9).
Emerging junctions were tentatively identified by subtracting, pixel-by-pixel,
the first RFP-ER TIRFM image in a series (before stimulation) from the last

Fig. 7. TMEM110 and STIM2 at emerging ER–plasma membrane junctions after store depletion. In all cases, the cells were bathed in nominally Ca2+-free
medium. (A) Averaged increase in RFP-ER fluorescence (ΔF/F) at the TIRF layer following TG stimulation in HeLa cells that had been treated with siControl (n =
18), siSTIM1 (n = 17), siSTIM2 (n = 22), or siTMEM110 (n = 20). (B) Averaged increase in fluorescence (ΔF/F) of mCherry-STIM1 (n = 9) and YFP-STIM2 (n = 9) at
the TIRF layer in cotransfected HeLa cells stimulated with TG beginning at the time indicated. (C, Upper) Representative TIRFM images of a HeLa cell
expressing RFP-ER marker before (0 min) and after (7 and 11 min) TG stimulation. The red arrow indicates an ER–plasma membrane junction clearly visible
before stimulation; the green arrow indicates an emerging ER–plasma membrane junction. (Scale bar, 1 μm.) (Lower) Surface plots of RFP-ER pixel intensities
in small areas (0.3 × 0.32 μm) surrounding the two junctions labeled by arrows in the TIRFM images. (D) Surface plots of BFP-ER, mCherry-STIM1, and YFP-
STIM2 pixel intensities in a small area (0.35 × 0.39 μm) surrounding an emerging junction (representative of n = 11 junctions from two cells) before and after
TG stimulation. Error bars report SEM.
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image (10 min after the addition of TG), then overlaying the subtracted last
image (colored green) onto the first image (red). Each case analyzed was
confirmed further by visually following the development of the RFP-ER
signal through the entire series of images.

A detaileddescription of all procedures is found in SIMaterials andMethods.
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